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I have addressed this topic in
previous editorials but this issue is
more or less typical. The article ideas
came from: hard work and from out
of the blue!

One hard work article is the
review of the Wyze Cam by Sarah
Toth. I ran acrosss an ad for this
new piece of tech. Basically is it a
wireless camera you can place any-
where and it works with your
smartphone. I had in the back of
my mind making a video station
out of a home security camera kit
but those are expensive and cum-
beropme . . . and this one was only
$19.99!

So, I thought, I get one of
these gizmos and play around with
it and write a review . . . and I just
didn’t have the time, so I put out a
call on my coaching blog to see if
someone was willing to do just that
and . . . I got a call back from Sarah
Toth. Sarah had written for you
before so, she was a known person-
age and good writer and voila.
(Sarah, ah!)

The “out of the blue” article
came from an old friend, Mike
Gerard, who has over a dozen
AFm articles to his credit. Mike
has had, shall we say, an interesting
life for a while so I haven’t been
nagging him or anything like that.
I would email him up every once
in a while, more to check in that
anything else, and Boom! I got an
email and an article from Mike
who is raring to go again!

Mike made his chops in the
Olympic Recurve world but had

enough skill with a compound bow
that he won his division at Vegas
one year. (Hint: he’s good, very,
very good and I suspect he’s that
good as a coach, too.)

We are pleased as punch to
have him back in the saddle again
and are looking forward to a steady
stream of articles, sharing the
archery wisdom he has collected
over the years. His first article is
about how stars of his early days
would have fared had they access
to our “modern” equipment.

Another hard work article is
Tom Dorigatti’s piece this month.
Tom has been dealing with serious
health emergencies in his family
for weeks now but made sure he
made his deadline. Even though I
told him we would find a way to
fill that hole, he burned a great
deal of midnight oil to get it done,
so even though I am always grate-
ful for Tom’s hard work, I am espe-
cially grateful for this one. I am
also wishing Tom and his wife,
Sherry, all of the best luck in the
world and hope things turn out for
the very best.

This issue has, of course, Tom’s
article (on hinge release aids) and
Sarah’s, and another installment of
the series Simon Needham and I
are putting together for you. This
time we are getting close to the
end of the Getting to 600 series and
should wrap that up next issue,
with Getting to 650 to start in July.

Markus Wagner is coming
back to clean up some issues he

sees in doing video analyses of
archers’ form and execution. He
has addressed this topic before but
the people asking for help through
the Internet by supplying videos
has sort of exploded and some
guidance surely is needed.

Bob Ryder is still immersed in
giving equipment advice to all of
you college archery coaches out
there, which also applies to any and
all of you who have archery stu-
dents and even many archers. I
learn something with every article
he writes so I am sure you probably
do too.

The AER people chime in, as
always, with one article for coaches
and one for students, this time on
whether the time is right to start on
a clicker and how to do just that.

Also, we tell all of our AER
coaches that it is perfectly okay for
them to print out and hand out
these AER article to their stu-
dents. We extend the same privi-
lege to you. If you think a freind
would benefit from any article in
any issue, please print it out and
hand it over. We ask, however, that
you do not download issues and
send the PDFs to people over the
Internet, via email, etc. because
those files are easily then sent to
friends of friends and friends of
their’s, and so on. We aren’t getting
rich producing this magazine but
we do have to make enough money
to pay to produce it, so paying sub-
scribers are very desirable.

editorial
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Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tourna-
ments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.

Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding sea-
son, Tom can be found either at the archery
range or out on a road bicycle or trike.

Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level IV
Coach, a Recipient of the Maurice Thompson
Medal of Honor from USA Archery, a past
U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and
National Champion, past member of the US
Archery Team, National Judge, Tournament
Director for over 35 National Archery Cham-
pionships, including National Indoor, Target,
and Field Championships, past Vice-Presi-
dent and member of the NAA Board of Gov-
ernors, pats Chairman and Executive Com-
mittee Member of the College Division of the
NAA (USCA) and member of the James
Madison University Athletic Hall of Fame.
His is currently a Coach of the James Madison
University Archery Team which has produced
42 All-Americans, 16 National Champions,
23 National Team Titles and 14 World
Champions during his tenure

Markus Wagner started archery 40 years ago
when he was 7 years old. He says “Archery is
my sport which I never really stopped. Even
when I had some longer breaks I always came
back to archery. In 1989 my father, some
handicapped people and I founded an archery
club which was meant for handicapped and
not-handicapped people. I started to coach
beginners and ambitious archers. During the
latter years I am combining my passions for
archery and psychology. In 2010 I completed
two years of psychology study to graduate as
a“Psychological Consultant.” This year I also
got my license as a “Mental Coach for Sport-
Psychology.”With my experiences in archery
and psychology I coach trainees to find their
own potential to achieve their best possible
results. Cheers from Sankt Augustin, Germany

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland and continuing to live in Scotland,
has represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repetition and even better com-
panion DVD Archery in Action. Then he
followed up on that with an even better book:
The Competitive Archer. While being a
committed Olympic Recurve archer, he does
dabble occasionally with compound bows.

Mike Gerard began competing in archery in
1971 when he was 11 years old. After a cou-
ple of long hard years of being dead last in the
club he belonged to, he decided to start learn-
ing how to do things. It paid off and a string
of events went well. To date he has five
national championships with multiple 2nd
and 3rd finishes. He holds the Junior JOAD
record in the Vegas tournament Shooting 598
of 600 in 1975. Mike has numerous state
championships in California and Utah in
Target, Field and indoor. He is still the
youngest adult male to hold a national cham-
pionship. He won the adult national champi-
onships in 1975 at the age of 14. He was the
fith individual to be named All-American in
college all four years. He is in the Athletic Hall
of Fame of Cal State Los Angeles along with
Billie Jean King and Tommy Lister.

Through the years he has designed and
manufactured a number of archery products.
He also won Gold in the Huntsman Senior
Games for Seven Straight years alternating
Recurve and Compound shooting in both tar-
get and 3-D. He has been a national team
member several times, World Indoor and
Field team member numerous times and fin-
ished fifth in his only Grand Prix event.

Mike teaches both Unlimited Compound
and release and Olympic Style Recurve and
has trained a number of JOAD Olympians
and Jr. World Team members as well as
adults. Mike has given two high performance
workshops for the College Archery Program.
He has started and run multiple JOAD pro-
grams and has served on the National Coach-
es Development Committee and the Board of
Justice for USA Archery.

Sarah Toth is a happily married, homeschool-
ing mother of two. She has been an archer since
1993, with some “off” years during college and
when her kids were younger. She holds her pri-
orities as “God first, family second, career
third,” and loves all three. She began offering
archery lessons to non-family this past summer,
and received an enthusiastic response from the
community. She wants to make archery acces-
sible to anyone who wants to try it, and pass
on the fun, the legacy, and her love for the
sport.
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In the last issue, I wrote about wrist pull
release aids as part of the 1970’s invasion of release
aids into archery. That subject as well as this one is
also an excerpt from my “Autobowography” that I
have been working on for quite some time. I’m not
going to give you the whole book in this series of arti-
cles, but rather I’ll give you a taste of what is to come
in the book once it has been completed. More will be
provided in the book once it is published.

As you will see below, it didn’t take too long to se
that “rope spike” releases, while quite accurate, were
following a natural progress of upgrades. One of those
efforts resulted in hinge releases, which have been
around since about 1973 or so. For a short time, they
were nearly abandoned in favor of single and double
sear trigger releases. Much of it was due to safety con-
cerns for the archer and not necessarily range safety!
Hinge releases took some getting used to and had to
be set for the individual
shooter based upon bow
poundage, holding weight,
pulling style, strength of the
first finger, and release hand
angle. If you can remember
back when the hinge releas-
es were first introduced,
many were still shooting
recurve bows and those
shooting compounds usual-
ly had only 35% let-off, if that. Thus the holding
weights were in the upper 20 pound range or higher
if shooting a recurved bow. This is, obviously, totally
different from what we have today.

All too often shooters who wanted to try a hinge
(aka back tension) release would get struck in the face
(aka a fist sandwich) because they would try out an
experienced hinge release shooter’s release aid. The
novice would invariably trip the release during the
draw, resulting in a collision between draw hand and

face! This situation, however, wasn’t as bad as the old
ledge-style release aids or even the rope spikes.
Losing a shot off of a hinge release is still a common
occurrence and it remains a route to disaster, both
from a personal injury standpoint, an equipment
damage standpoint and, of course, the effect on your
score. Nearly every day we all hear or see someone
being popped in the teeth or worse by an incorrect
setup of a hinge release. That is one contributing rea-
son why you can pick up a used hinge release for way
less than the cost of a brand new one!

Today, there is a very large variety of “back ten-
sion” release aids on the market. It is next to impossi-
ble to cover them all. I won’t even begin to try, but
rather will look at a progression of the hinge/back
tension releases and the changes, actually minor
changes, that have occurred over the years. The idea is
a history of where they started and to attempt to catch

up to where most of them
stand right now. 

The most interesting
fact is that “hinge/back ten-
sion” releases are not new.
The biggest difference
between the early
Stanislawski hinge releases
and today’s fancy (and
much more expensive)
hinge releases are first, that

today’s hinge releases are designed to shoot directly
off a D-loop. The original designs were designed to
shoot with a rope attached to the release aid, which
was wrapped around the bowstring below the arrow
nock, either directly or separated by a rubber divider,
called an “eliminator button.” Secondly, the originals
were normally set up for a lot of rotation of the release
to get it to trip; today’s versions are setup with a dif-
ferent pivot point designed into the handle, and most
give you an option as to whether you want a “click” or

by Tom Dorigatti

Hinge, 
Alias Triggerless,

Release Aids

“The biggest difference between
the early Stanislawski hinge

releases and today’s fancy (and
much more expensive) hinge
releases are first, that today’s
hinge releases are designed to

shoot directly off a D-loop.”
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you want to not hear a
“click” at a certain point in
the draw cycle. Third, the
early hinge/back tension
releases, for a while didn’t
come in different sizes.
Then, in the 1990’s
Stanislawski releases were
made available in different
styles and different sizes
for more discerning
archers. Oh, but here I go
getting ahead of myself
again! I do this for a rea-
son, so put on your read-
ing glasses as we venture
into the new world of
Hinge, alias Back Ten-
sion, Alias Triggerless,
Release Aids and their
invasion into the archery
world back in the early
1970’s.

The “Adjustable” Rope
Spike Release Aid
As early as 1973, when
Gene Parnell won the U.
S. Open Indoor Cham-
pionships in Las Vegas,
rope spike releases were
being modified to be more
adjustable and also less
likely to have the “hook”
break or turn by coming
loose from the release
body. I had the luxury of
shooting with Gene
Parnell when I lived in
Wyoming. The man was
deadly at hitting the small
spot on the old-style, out-
door 5-3 Field and
Hunter faces. He was also
consistent at shooting
“inside out” 300’s on the
NFAA indoor target. He
happened to be shooting a
pair of rope spike releases
that he had made out of
aluminum with a custom

fit handle and a “spike”
that could not possibly
come loose or move unless
he chose to move it. He
had also tied down part of
the rope so that it was
more consistent and his
hand could not interfere
with the angle of that
rope on the hook (spike).
In 1973, Gene won the
U.S. Open Indoor Cham-
pionship at Vegas by win-
ning a 3-way shoot-off
using an ALOA “test
face”, which was the sin-
gle spot Multi-color tar-
get face with a 3-inch
gold and a one-inch cen-
ter for “10” points. Only
one six-arrow end with 60
points possible was need-
ed to break the tie. In
addition, this clincher was
scored “inside out” to
boot. Touch the line and it
was out! Parnell shot 56
out of 60 points for the
two-point win over Ellis
Gibson (Source: Profes-
sional Archery Tourn-
aments 1940-1995 by
Robert Rhode, pp. 141-
142). Many of us older
shooters call this tourna-
ment the start of the
multi-color single spot
Vegas face that morphed
into the three-spot multi-
color face we all know so
well. I might add that all
three shooters were
shooting recurved bows.
Gene Parnell was shoot-
ing his beloved Spartan II
built by Terry Call. I
might add that this tour-
nament was the meeting
site for what was soon to
become the NFAA Pro

Continued on Next Page

Rope Spike Releases circa 1974

Gene Lueck, his Tamerlane II, and Vegas’ only perfect score in 1975

Gene Lueck’s adjustable Rope Spike release
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Division. Carroll com-
pound bows were intro-
duced and Jennings
introduced a metal riser
compound bow with a
wood grip that weighed in
at three pounds. It was the
start of a consistent
money shoot at Vegas.

That brings us to
1974 when Mel Stani-
slawski shot the only
300/300 of the tourna-
ment. This 300 score came
on the inside-out scored multi-colored single spot tar-
get face. I only bring this up because I was unable to
find out which release he was shooting, but I’m rea-
sonably sure it wasn’t a “hinge style” release aid. The
reason being that I know that had he been doing so,
then Gene Lueck would likely not have been shooting
an “adjustable rope spike” release aid built for him by
Mel Stanislawski for the 1975 U. S. Open in Las
Vegas! Gene Lueck shot a 300 on the first day and was
the only 300 shot during the entire three-day event.
Gene did not win the tournament. It was won by Jim
Quarles by two points over Gale Cavallin, 891 to 889.
Both Jim Quarles and Gene Lueck were shooting the
new Bear Tamerlane II compound bows at this event.

So why did I go to all these lengths to tell you
about the U. S. Open Tournaments in 1973 & 1975?
Besides both winners’ first names being “Gene” (a
coincidence, for sure!) it so happens that I have a
photo of Gene Lueck next to his 300 score target and
also Gene was kind enough to share a photograph of
the Mel Stanislawski “adjustable” rope spike release
aid that he used to shoot that perfect score. It was two
years that only one perfect 300 score was shot, and
Mel Stanislawski had a lot to do with both of them!
Stanislawski was soon to become a “household name”
when it came to releases; especially hinge-style releas-
es. If you look at the second photo (on previous page),
you can see something was in the works with regard
to improving upon the rope-spike release aid and
doing away with a small hook with a bend in it. The
fourth photo (above) shows the “Sizemore Release
Aid” that was similar to a rope spike, but had an
adjustable pin that was moved in or out to speed up or
slow down the release aid. I shot very well with this
release aid, but it had quite the learning curve in order
to shoot it correctly without getting an occasional
knuckle sandwich (see the third photo above). Take note

of the rather thick rope
that was used in these
early releases. If it wasn’t
nylon rope, then shooters
were using parachute
cord. The first photo
below shows a collage of
rope-spike releases, circa
1974. I believe these were
made in volume by PSE.

I have numerous other
photos of variants of the
rope spike releases, some
with a true spike, others

with a flat non-adjustable pin or peg whose speed was
controlled by rope length and release hand angle. Most
were designed to pull back the string with a lot of first
finger pressure and very little on the other fingers.

One interesting variant of a rope-spike release is
the Manist Rope Release built by Ron Manist of
Canton, Ohio in the early 1970’s. Most notable is the
positioning of the rope and spike in relation to the
middle finger (see photo below). This radically changed
the pivot point of the release, making it a tad more
manageable. If I recall, the pin was also adjustable and
the distance from the pin to the body of the release
was longer, thus requiring a shorter rope.  Ron and his
wife Jean were very active in the Ohio Archers back
then, and both were very good shooters and promot-
ers of the sport. I shot many tournaments on the line
with Ron and Jean.

The Stanislawski Hinge Release Comes Forth
I am not absolutely sure of the exact date or year that
the Stanislawski hinge releases came out. I was living
in the Midwest (Ohio) at the time and the rule of
thumb back then was that in archery it usually takes
two to three years before archery innovations from the

Sizemore Rope Spike release, courtesy Dean Pridgen

A Manist Rope Releease
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West Coast migrate to the East Coast. I do know that
when I saw my first Stanislawski hinge releases, I had
to have not one, but two (see photo below)! If I recall, I
paid around $25 for each of them. (In 2018 dollars
that is $115). Thus today’s prices exceed inflation by
quite a bit. I have seen hinge releases priced upwards
of $265 MSRP!

You will notice two different thicknesses of rope
on these two releases. The one on the right is the
original rope sizing that the release came with. The
one on the left is when I decided to make rope length
more easily adjustable to fine tune my anchor point.
You will also notice that a person with large hands

could have problems getting their middle finger to
clear the release gate and rope due to the short throat
and close proximity of the middle finger to the release
gate. One interesting point to make is that the
“moons” and “gates” on these two releases, in spite of
being stored for years in basements and “bad places”
are still bright and untarnished. There is no rusting at
all on those parts of either release aid. One huge
problem with both this and any Stan releases made
before the advent of the D-loop invasion is that in
order to shoot them straight off of a D-loop, you must
have the moon set up right on the very edge of trip-
ping. If you don’t, you are going to “pull your guts out”
to get them to trip. This is due to the pivot point.
Secondly, you will also have to file down the hook on
the release to rid it of the sharp edges so that the
“hook” doesn’t chaff or cut into your D-loop material.
Clearly, these generations of Stan releases were not
intended for use directly off a D-loop. Most everyone
used a much larger rope in the first place. We also
tended to keep our release ropes pretty short as well.

The Many Stanislawski Triggerless Release Aids
As with any other product, Mel Stanislawski was con-
stantly coming up with new iterations of his releases.
In the 1990’s, he was making releases with names of

Continued on Next Page

Tom’s original Stan Hinge Releases, 1975

http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
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the various Las Vegas Hotels. The photos below show
some, but not all, of Mel’s iterations of his release aid.
Some were small in size for people with smaller
hands; some were larger in size to accommodate those
with larger hands.

These two photos show two variants, in purple, of
the famous Stan Sahara release aid, the second one
called the Luxor model. Note the differences between
the two aren’t so subtle. Subsequent to this, some
other release makes also had designs of triggerless
releases that mimicked the idea of having no finger
slots on the release body. 

The next photo shows the Stan Mirage release
aid, one designed in a larger size for those with larger
hands. You could also get the Sahara in a smaller size,
and of course different colors.

Stanislawski also made a variant of a 4-finger
release aid called, of course, the “Four Finger” which
has a hole in the middle for placement of the middle
finger. Same pivot point, but notice how the gate has

an angled area for the rope to fit through. This is an
indicator of things to come.

Stanislawski also got involved in working with
combination releases, either to be used as “back tension”
or a squeeze release. I never saw many of these used in
competition, however, although I can well imagine
some folks liked them and used them in competition

Over the years, Stanislawski release aids have
become a staple in the archery release aid market.
They now make many, many varieties and styles of
both triggerless and double sear trigger releases that
are much more ergonomic and are all designed to
shoot off of today’s D-loop equipped compound bow
strings. There are very, very few archers today who
shoot with the rope around the string and an elimina-
tor button. All of the varieties of Stanislawski trigger-
style releases are double seared thumb trigger releases,
all designed to be shot off a D-loop. The other back
tension releases now incorporate a minutely
adjustable “moon” through the use of a small adjust-
ment screw that moves the moon in small increments.
This overcomes the very touchy situation of the old-
style moons whereby speed adjustment of the moon
was a hit or miss affair because when you retightened
the set screw, the moon would move slightly either
faster or slower and you’d have to start over again (or
risk a fist sandwich if you were already too “hot”).
Many of the competitors’ releases still don’t have the
fine adjustment mechanism on their back tension
releases that is available on the newer Stanislawski
releases.

The Introduction of the “Clicker Moon” 
into Triggerless Release Aids
The “click” feature allows the shooter to set up into
anchor, take up the slack until the audible click is heard

Original Stan Four Finger release

Stan #4 back tension or squeeze release

Stan Sahara release aid

Stan Luxor release aid

Stan Mirage release aid
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and then to finish the shot, hopefully by use of proper
back tension and without punching the release off or
wristing it off or otherwise cheating the release aid. The
smaller the click number, the quicker the shot goes off
once you hear the click. The click is simply a scribed line
on the edge of the “moon.” Normally the options are
0.002˝, 0.005˝, and 0.007˝ from the edge of the moon
to the mark. When you reach that point close to the
edge, an audible click sounds and you know that the
release is ready to trip. The idea behind this is to give
you a consistent hand positioning and point in your
shot sequence where you hear the click and continue the
shot. It is the same idea as the “clicker” days with
recurved bow, but more refined than that. You are
already at the stops, so you aren’t moving the arrow
backwards to make the clicker sound. You are activating
(if you do it correctly) your back tension to finish that
tiny motion needed to set off the release aid. Many peo-
ple swear by having the “click,” but it takes a lot of get-
ting used to and a lot of practice!  Many give up on the
“click” because it makes them tense up and lose a slight
amount of back tension when the click sounds, which
really fouls things up. (I’m one of those that cannot deal
with the audible click on a release aid even though I was
a clicker slave when I shot recurved bows.)

The idea of the “click” was not Mel
Stanislawski’s. I believe it was first introduced on the
Comfort Releases made by Joe Bauernfeind of Zenith
Archery Products. The first one of those I recall was
around 1989 when I shot with Joe up on Sugar Hill

in New York State and the New York Field Archers
and Bowhunters (NYFAB) State Field tournament.
On the second day, on the final 14 targets, the lowest
score shot for the 14 targets in Joe’s and my foursome
was a 276. Joe was “clean” until the last target when he
shot two arrows barely out the top for a final 14 tar-
get score of 278! I was lucky on those last 14 and had
a 277 half. Zenith Comfort releases are still being
made, but have been bought by a different company.

Many other release companies are also manufac-
turing Triggerless back tension releases in many
shapes and styles. 

In my next article, we will talk more about Zenith
releases, along with other triggerless/back tension
releases that have become available. Each brand has
their specific features (not ‘new’, just changed a bit,
and some improved a lot).

So there you have it, a review of how we went from
rope-spike releases and with only a few iterations to the
releases that were invented in 1970 by Mel
Stanislawski, which in turn were somewhat abandoned
with the advent of the single- and double-sear trigger
releases and now have become very popular again, near-
ly 59 years later, to be the staple of most of the top com-
petitive compound archers on the planet. Triggerless
releases are obviously not new and improved, but rather
simply dusted off and improved over the predecessors,
including the Stanislawski releases themselves!

Good Shooting!
Tom Dorigatti

http://www.amazon.com/Archery-Coaching-How-Tos-Steve-Ruis/dp/0991332601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1388520827&sr=1-1&keywords=archery+coaching+how+to%27s
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Okay, coach. You’ve introduced some fresh new
faces to the sport of archery over the last couple of
months. Then you helped them select the equipment
they will need to compete. The equipment has come
in and it’s time to help your new archers set up their
new equipment. It’s just like Christmas! Here’s some
guidance for that task.

I recommend using the checklist below to keep
things simple . . . from start to finish.

Setting Up a Recurve Bow
I feel like it is important to mention that when we set
a bow up initially we are setting it up with adjust-
ments designed to perform well for the average user.
This will allow the archer to benefit from a properly
set up bow while developing his or her skills and spe-
cific style. Once the novice has become more consis-
tent, as demonstrated by shooting consistent groups,
we will be able to help him tune the bow and later
even teach him how to tune his own bows. 

Steps for Setting up the Recurve Bow
1. Identify the top and bottom limbs.
2. Snap the top limb into the upper ILF receiver in

the riser.
3. Snap the bottom limb into the lower ILF receiver

in the riser.
4. Slip the larger string loop over the top limb slid-

ing it several inches below the string groove in the
top limb.

5. Install the smaller string loop into the string
groove in the bottom limb

6. Use a bow stringer to string the bow sliding the
larger loop into the string groove in the top limb
and checking that both string loops are set secure-
ly in the string grooves before relaxing the tension

on the bow stringer.
7. Check the brace height by setting the wide end of

the bow square in the pivot point of the grip and
measuring the distance to the string at its closest
point. Check your measurement against the man-
ufacturer’s recommended settings. For this exam-
ple, we measure a brace height of 81⁄4˝ and the
manufacturer’s recommended setting is 81⁄4˝ to
91⁄4˝. Since you are at the bottom of the range
(bow will be faster but less forgiving) you decide to
adjust it to the middle of the range, (83⁄4˝) to start.

8. Change the brace height by unstringing the bow,

taking the small loop off the bottom limb, check
the direction the string was initially twisted and
adding 10 twists to the string in the same direc-
tion. Restring and check the brace height again
repeating the procedure until you reach the desired
brace height. 

9. Install the cushion plunger into the plunger hole
directly above the pivot point of the riser (deepest
point of the grip position) with the body of the
plunger initially protruding slightly through the

Setting Up a New
Recurve Bow

by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach

Measure brace height from grip to string.
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hole into the sight window. Assuming that your
young archer will be set up with relatively stiff
arrows to start out, set the tension of the button to
medium soft (by feel) to compensate. We will
complete installation of the plunger later.

10 Install the arrow rest over the plunger body level
with the shelf, located so the arm of the rest will
hold an arrow level with the center of the plunger
button.

11.Install the clicker by screwing it’s mounting screw
into the clicker hole tapped into the sight window
of the riser and tentatively set the blade even with
the front edge of the riser.

12.Snap an arrow to be shot with this bow on the
center serving and set it on the rest under the
clicker so that the arrow is approximately square
(90°) to the bowstring. Make necessary adjust-
ments to the arm of the arrow rest to allow the
arrow to be in the center of the button when set-
ting on the rest.

13.Install a nocking point locator approximately 1⁄4˝
above level using your bow square. Archers who
will be shooting small diameter arrows with East-
on G-nocks or pin nocks should start out at 3⁄16˝
and those shooting large diameter shafts with Eas-
ton Super Nocks should start out at 5⁄16˝. While I
recommend the use of tied on nocking point loca-
tors, the clamp-on brass nocking points are just
fine for initial set up.

14.Check the initial bow draw weight by:
a. Having the student pull the bow to see if it is

a manageable weight.
or . . . if you have a target draw weight already
in mind . . . 

b. Snap a draw length arrow onto the bowstring
and draw with a bow scale to the correct arrow
length and then let the bow down and read the

recorded weight.
15.Set the bow to your desired draw weight by adjust-

ing the limb bolts with an Allen wrench. While
there are some variations between manufacturers I
will provide directions for the majority. For this
example, we will assume we need to reduce the
draw weight four pounds. 
a. First, unstring your bow to allow easier adjust-

ment and reduce the wear on the threaded
components.

b. Next, using an Allen wrench, loosen the set
screws on the face of the riser opposite the limb
bolts.

c. Now, use the Allen wrench to take two turns
off each of your limb bolts rotating the limb
bolts counterclockwise.

d. Restring your bow and check the draw weight
again. If you reduced the weight three of the
four pounds, try backing another 2⁄3 to 3⁄4 of a
turn off each bolt and check again. Keep mak-
ing adjustments until you reach your desired
draw weight.

e. Normally, we would now tighten the set screws
but in the initial set up we will move right on
to checking the tiller. 

16.Check your tiller by using your bow square to
measure the distance from the base of the top
limb, where it attaches to the riser, to the string at
its closest position. Then measure the distance
from the base of the bottom limb, where it attach-
es to the riser, and to the string at its closest point.
Subtract the measurement recorded for the lower
limb from the measurement recorded for the
upper limb to get your tiller measurement as it is
most commonly referred to, i.e. +1⁄8˝. The most
commonly acceptable range for tiller is from +1⁄8˝

Continued on the Next Page

Install a brass nock set for a nocking point.

Adjust limb bolt clockwise to increase weight or decrease tiller.
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to +1⁄4˝. While there are a lot of interesting con-
versations about recurve tillers outside of that
range I think back to something that Earl Hoyt
once told me. He said that, ”The specific tiller
measurement is not that important…just use that
tiller measurement to set your nocking point.” If
your tiller is +1⁄8˝ then set your nocking point so
your arrow is nocked 1⁄8˝ above level. We are try-
ing to optimize the efficiency of our equipment so
obviously, we don’t want our tiller or nocking point
1˝ high or 1˝ low.

17.Set your tiller by using the Allen Wrench. For this
exercise, I will assume we want to shoot a +1⁄8˝
tiller but our initial measurement is +3⁄8˝ and that
you want to maintain the draw weight the bow is
set at. 
a. First, loosen the set screws on the face of the

riser opposite the limb bolts (if not already
loose). 

b. Next, add 1⁄2 turn on to the top limb bolt while
taking 1⁄2 turn off of the bottom limb bolt.

c. Check the tiller again. Repeat process until the
tiller is at your desired measurement.

18.Screw your front stabilizer rod into the into the
stabilizer mounting hole located just below the
grip. There are many options of stabilizer lengths

and configurations available but for this example
we have chosen a 30˝ front rod for our 68˝ bow to
keep it both simple and economical for our new
archer.

19.Set your centershot. 
a. Snap the arrow to be shot on the string under

the nocking point and place it on the rest under
the clicker blade.

b. Now set your bow on the ground with the bot-
tom bow tip and the end of the stabilizer
touching the ground, propping the bow up
with an arrow set in such an angle to have the
bow in its most upright position.

c. Standing behind the bow, position yourself to
sight the string, lining it up with the center of
both limbs.
Note If your limbs are out of alignment and
your bow features adjustable limb pockets now
is the time to put the limbs in alignment. Since
there are several alignment systems employed
by different manufacturers please follow the
instructions provided by the manufacturer in
making the required adjustment.

d. While in that position sight down the arrow
taking note of the relationship between the
arrow and the string. You want the string to be
in line with the arrow such that the end of the
arrow and the entire point shows to the outside
of the string, away from the cushion plunger. 

e. Adjusting the centershot. If the position requires
adjustment loosen the set screw(s) in the collar
of the cushion plunger. If the arrow shows too
far outside that alignment you should screw the
body of the cushion plunger counterclockwise
in its collar to correct the position. If it is too
far inside that alignment you should screw the
body of the plunger clockwise in its collar.
Continue making these adjustments until you
have achieved the desired position and then
tighten the set screw(s) on the collar. 

20.Install your sight on the bow. As there are many
variations of sights I will simply make a couple of
suggestions.
a. Install your sight mounting block with the

manufacturer supplied screws. Since these
screws like to vibrate loose save yourself some
trouble by using a drop of Loctite Thread Lock-
er Blue on each of the mounting screws for a lit-
tle piece of mind. You can still easily remove
them with an Allen wrench, but they while
they will never vibrate loose they can easily beMeasure tiller from base of limb to string, top and bottom.
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removed with the appropriate tool.
b. After completing the assembly of the sight,

lean the bow up on an arrow again, get in posi-

tion to look down the string and arrow again,
and set the sight just to the left of the center of
the arrow as it sets on the rest. While you may
not be able to set the sight for your new archer,
this should give him a good starting point left
and right. 

21.Install the kisser button (a good training tool for
new archers).
a. Have your archer draw the bow to his/her

anchor several times until you are satisfied they
are going to the anchor you recommend.

b. Mark the location for the kisser button.
c. Install the kisser button by:

i. Traditional Kisser Button – Press the button
against the string until it pops on. If it is too
tight you can slide it onto a small screw-
driver first to expand the slot and then slide
it off the screwdriver onto the string in the
desired location. Then lock it in place by
tying it in with dental floss or serving mate-
rial.

ii. Soft Rubber Kisser Button – Unstring your
bow, attach a cotter pin like installation tool
on the upper string loop, slide the kisser
button over the installation tool and down
the string to the desired location. Restring
your bow. Then lock it in place by tying it in
with dental floss or serving material.

The bow is now ready to be shot once the arrows have
been cut to work with the clicker. Once your archer is
shooting groups consistently you’ll be ready to tune it
for better performance. (Stay tuned for that!)

Thanks for spending this time with me. I look
forward to seeing you on the shooting field.

Addendum
Tying on the Nock Locators

Apply Loctite Threadlocker (Blue) to sight mount screws to prevent
the screws from vibrating loose.

Tie on an adjustable nocking point locator with serving material
starting with tying a knot on top. Tie your second knot underneath.
Alternate knots on top and underneath until the nock point is about
1⁄8˝ long. Tie a double knot at end of the nock point, trim and melt

serving ends to finish the nock point.
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Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who 

wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you .  .  . ?

An archer who has been competing for a year or so and 
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but 

never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .

Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know out-
side of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, sup-
plying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all lev-
els. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-to-
intermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Still-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0991332636/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462215835&sr=1-1&keywords=Still+More+on+Coaching+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Still-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0991332636/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462215835&sr=1-1&keywords=Still+More+on+Coaching+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
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deo An
by Markus Wagner

For Whom? For What? How?

I have already written something about video
analysis already (in AFm 19-4), but I see the need to
add to that and maybe bring things up to date. In a
time where smartphones and tablets get used more
and more to make “selfies,” we also find a lot of videos
of archers. Youtube, Facebook, Instagram and many
other social media sites are used to show that they . .
. shot a bow? Some of them are even looking for some
suggestions as to how to shoot better. In general,
videos can be very helpful in analyzing shooting per-
formance. But to get and give helpful suggestions, we
need some basics which apply to the video analysis of
archery must be taken care of. And that is not just
knowledge in the matter of archery itself. When I see
so often videos as shown in the screenshot (see Fig. 1,
Abb.1), which shows just the upper body of the archer
and read the suggestions which were offered because
of it, I am not always amused. It’s really adventurous
and spooky sometimes. Whoever is giving sugges-
tions regarding the style of the archer hasn’t seriously
considered the process of video analysis.

But let us start with answering the question in the
headline.

For Whom?
Basically, video analyzes are useful for each archer. An
archer who just shoots a bit on weekends in the back-
yard to relax and is not participating in tourna-
ments/competitions might just need an experienced
archer or a lower level coach for advice. But ambitious
archers need detailed analyses. Those who are reach-
ing for higher goals and results should seek the help
of a (good) coach even if that is through video analy-
ses.

For What?
Video analyzes can be used for more purposes. Sure,
the archer can look at himself after his shot and real-
ize technique errors and look for improvements.
Regular video analyzes show developments in the
shot sequence. That’s even the main purpose for the
use of videos. But, there is much more, videos can
show. The normal procedure is, the coach and/or the
archer makes a video while shooting and afterwards
they look at the videos and speak about the details
they see. If we just think about technical matters that
could be enough and helpful. But, if we like to know
how the archer saw himself and how he even felt
while the shot, we should speak with him first and
then have a look at the video. Video analyzes are very
useful in mental coaching as well. Self-assessment is
essential for further coaching. As a trainer, I know if
my student is over-or under-estimating himself or has
a balanced self-image. This information is needed in
the further course of coaching, e.g. for the goal-set-
tings. In addition to the technical execution of a shot
sequence, one can also recognize and interpret body
language and facial expressions in the videos.

Continued on the Next Page
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How?
At the beginning, I mentioned how videos are often
done. The section that is chosen is usually limited to
the part of the body that you want to analyze (in the
upper part of the body if you want to check the
anchor etc.). That’s ok, if you know in advance what
to look for. I recommend to create videos in the
beginning in the full-body view. That’s the only way
to record those areas that appear to have nothing to
do with the area you want to look at. With simple
software, details can also be zoomed out here. 

But let’s first look at the different perspectives.
Often only the perspective parallel to the shooting
line is chosen here. The illustration below shows
which perspectives for an adequate video analysis are
useful and helpful and, in my opinion, also necessary.

For a basic analysis (for example, the first time) I
use the basic perspectives 1-5. These 5 views basical-
ly provide all the relevant information needed for a
shot analysis. The following pictures show five views
with different possibilities to use guides to make e.g.
to analyze the physical orientation of the shooter. As
in principle with a coached training, a preliminary
talk should also take place during the video analysis.
For this purpose, I myself use a questionnaire (see fig-
ure next page) to obtain basic information about the
shooter and his material. These can also be used for
further work with the shooter.

Everyone has to decide for themselves if they
want to be that detailed. But this information helps
me just for later, further analysis. Whether based on
the material or on the shooting sequence. Thus,
changes can be entered here and also be taken into
account in any later changes in the shooting sequence.
If e.g. found that the front tip of the front stabi moves
up when release, and you change the front weight
accordingly, you can enter this here and watch in sub-
sequent video recordings and then understand
changes. 

In the “over-head” perspective (below), it is easy to
see whether the triangle of forces is consistent and the
bow is vertically aligned.

In the front perspective (opposite) you can insert
such grid, which then provide many reference points.
Elbow height, draw hand/arm, stance or body incli-
nation (especially at other distances - here 70 m).
Furthermore, this grid is also helpful if you run the



recording later in slow motion to see if the bow is well
balanced by paying attention to the tip of the front
stabilizer.

In the third perspective (next photo), you can also
look at different areas again. Tilt of the body forward
or backward. Is the bow vertical? Is the elbow of the
draw arm enough behind? Is the head properly
aligned? etc.

In the front perspective (turn page), other details
can be analyzed again. Whether the archer is e.g. grab
the bow after release, whether the bow hand has the
correct placement (viewed from the angle). The use of
lines here is also just one example. Of course you can
also use a grid grid again.

In addition to the individual video recording,
there are also various ways to pay attention to special
areas. Thus, picture-in-picture videos with zoom
effects can be integrated as shown in Fig.9 (see on next

page). Also, you can very nicely at a later processing,
which I basically always do, two shot sequences and
then see if they run synchronously. Whether the tim-
ings of the shot sequence from another shot have the
same time frame. In addition one can show a stop-
watch.

Now, you can sit down with your trainee and evaluate
the videos. As already mentioned, the feedback talk
should take place upfront, so that you can clarify as a
coach, whether the archer sees himself in the right
point of view. So he is sensitized for the own (body)
feeling. 

Each single video sequence from one perspective
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Continued on the Next Page
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should contain a minimum of one pass (3 arrows) for
comparability. Better still are 6 arrows. I always go to
the first joint viewing of the videos and then create
once again a “full movie” of the video recordings at the
pc. Also, because I can then analyse each video on the
PC even more accurate and can focus on different
areas. I can then subsequently select zoom areas, cre-

ate slow motion and insert guides and grid. Also pos-
sibly, if this is a second or third analysis, older videos
for comparison/reference get insert. One might think
that this is a huge effort to create videos. Even top
coaches often work with video recordings, which they
look at with delay (time delays) directly back to large
monitors that are laterally in front of the shooter,
expire (or on a tablet with tripod). Sure, you can do it.
Why I do not like this variant quite so, is because I
want to know my archer as little as possible distract-
ed in his shooting routine/performance. He should
concentrate 100% on himself during the shooting.
Since I also pay attention to the time sequences/dis-
tances when shooting (also the time intervals between
the individual shots), the delay function would be
something that disturbs the rhythm or interrupts. If
the archer can concentrate fully on himself, I can also
observe his facial expressions after each shot. What is
his facial expression after a good shot and how is he
after a bad shot. Therefore, it even happens that after
I have created the individual videos all just a short
feedback interview with the shooter, but then only on
the PC do the overall analysis and only later then
make the evaluation discussion at a new date. The
information from the short feedback interview, of
course, I then also included in the analysis.

How important it is that the video recordings are
created in the full-body view I have shown here again
in the following figure (see Fig.10).

In order to recognize such details, where the
archer’s weight transfer is not ideal, it takes the total
view of the shooter. The resolution of the camera was
not particularly high in this case. I’ve used a small
action cam here with 1920x1080 pixels and 60fps.
Anyone who values high-resolution videos with the
highest possible speed rate (> 240 fps) will, of course,
also get sharper pictures and can display zoomed sec-
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tions in even greater detail. My focus is a little differ-
ent and I think this resolution is sufficient. But that’s
up to you, of course.

If you work with video analyzes with high ambi-
tioned archers or even pros, you should make sure that
the camera has the same position as in the first time
when later making videos again. This way, later over-
laps / comparisons can be displayed better. For this
you can enter the dimensions where the camera was
the first time in the questionnaire. In addition to the
video recordings, you can also record the respective
hits with an app (for example MyTarget, below).

Thus, in addition, it can check whether the visi-
ble result of the technique (in the videos) agrees with
or contradicts both the result (the ring count - e.g.
bad shot but still a 10) and the shooter’s self-assess-
ment (shot has felt good or bad).

To summarize, video analysis, properly executed,
is a very helpful and necessary tool for observing tech-
nical, physical and mental aspects. They should be
part of an objective/training plan and should be creat-
ed at regular intervals (for example, monthly). Then
the archer can repeatedly check for himself whether
and to what extent his performance and/or his tech-
nique has improved, which can also always lead to the
archer being able to adjust his own view of himself.
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My How Times Have
Changed

by Mike Gerard

Hi folks, Mike Gerard here; it’s been awhile since
I’ve visited with you. I come to you today with no
small amount of excitement and enthusiasm because
I have wanted to get back to sharing with you for
quite some time. The main reason for this is when I
was a kid and beginning to enjoy the sport of archery,
it was not easy to get information and answers to my
questions. Coaches were few and far in between and
like most people trying to improve their game, I was
in need of one. I discovered some great writers and to
this day I call them my coaches. People like Len
Cardinale, Fred Troncoso, Al Henderson, and Shig
Honda to name a few. I read their books and articles
and began to get on the right track rather quickly. I
have never forgotten how valuable this was to me, my
progress, growth, confidence and overall attitude. I
have felt forever in their debt and I consider my writ-
ing to be my way of repaying that debt. There are
plenty of people who were not writers who I also
credit with helping me greatly over the years, but I
write for the writers of the past.

In this article I intend to discuss how equipment
has changed over time and how that has affected and
elevated the game. I was asked if the champions of the
past were to be given the equipment of today, would
they be competitive against today’s champions?
Without jumping into an answer to that question, I
thought I would discuss what kinds of things have
changed over the years. I can only reference the two
styles of archery that I am familiar with which is
Olympic-style Recurve in target, field and indoor
competition and unlimited division compound and
release shooting. If it’s okay, I will refer to my favorite

discipline in this article which is Olympic-style
Recurve shooting.

So what has changed since when I began in the
1970’s? There is quite a list:

• Carbon composite and machined aluminum risers
vs. cast aluminum and laminated wood risers

• Adjustable risers/limb pockets allowing perfect
string alignment through the center of the bow

• Limb construction and materials have evolved
with various core options and higher density fiber-
glass and assorted carbon layup options storing
greater energy while controlling undesirable
movements

• Sights have better tolerances while having less
mass weight

• Bowstring materials have great advancements and
many more options

• Finger tab options have gone every which way to
become more comfortable and functional

• Clickers have more options
• Stabilizers have been refined with the addition of

significant vibration dampening
• And last but not least, new arrow designs have

arguably made the greatest contribution to
improved scores.
So first, I will just cut right to the chase and share

the one constant that has never changed . . . ever.
When a shot is performed with an archer’s optimum
form and execution, they all go in the same place and
always have . . . the middle! With that being said,
what has changed can be described as the ability to
have those less-than-perfect shots stay closer to the
perfect ones. Creating this ability in a bow is more



complicated than ever with
the number of options in
equipment, so being able to
sort this out is even more
important today than it
ever was 50 years ago. Said
another way, having the
ability to sort the options to
find the best combination is
the key to making all the
new toys work to your
advantage. A poor combination will produce poor
results no matter how fancy, high end, or expensive
the equipment is. So now that we are in the middle of
this part of the discussion, how exactly is it that our
equipment has any effect on the number of perfect
shots an archer is capable of performing? 

To explore this question, I would like to refer to
the most common subject when asking top archers
how they cope with the stresses of competition. The
biggest interest in one of these interviews is always
the mental game. How to have the ultimate control of
your mental game? It’s an interesting subject because
it is not a physical thing, even though it produces
physical results, and everyone is on a constant quest to
gain improvement to this valuable part of the process.
So, then, how exactly does your equipment have any-
thing to do with your mental game?

Buckle up, because we are going in deep! First a few
questions. Have you ever stood next to someone who was
using the same bow and the same arrow as you are using
and watch them pound the middle while all you seem to
be able to do is surround it? Degrading isn’t it? Even your
seemingly perfect shots just seem to nick a line some-
where, but do not find the middle of the middle. Heaven
help you if you have the slightest variation in your tech-
nique, while the person next to you has visible variations
and continues to drill the middle. Doh! You become
determined to shoot flawlessly with beautiful execution
only to watch your arrows nick another line. How many
of you are reading this and saying I have no idea what he
is talking about? How many are reading this and saying
don’t make me go back there, because it is not a fun place
to be? How many of you are in this place right now? Here
I am in the middle of discussing how great the new
equipment is and what a great contribution it has made
to the sport. How scores have driven upwards as a result
of this cool new stuff, and suddenly you are reaching for
a box of tissue! Damn you, Gerard!

Okay, let’s sew this up and put it all together. So,
the smaller arrows of today which are also lighter in

mass have certain advan-
tages when matched to a
bow properly. With
adjustable limb alignment it
is possible to put the string
in the optimum location so
the path of the string is in
the center of the bow
assembly. The smaller
diameter arrow has better
clearance, so on a well-

tuned bow a variation in technique clears better and
does not go out as far as a poor clearing setup that
strikes something on the way out.

The lesser arrow mass has the arrow off of the
bow quickly giving less time for you to affect the shot
negatively. Outdoors, in the elements, the smaller,
faster arrows finish closer to where they started (they
move and drift less).

Tolerances from arrow to arrow have gotten bet-
ter, or we have better processes for selecting them. 

Since clearance is a huge issue and not just arrows
clearing the bow as they leave, there are several places
on your body to look for and eliminate contact of the
bowstring. They are chest, armguard, string fingers,
and even your face: all of these contact the string.
Correct the clearance path of the string and your
worst shots will end up closer to your good ones.
Limb constructions have created improvements in
their vertical and lateral movement as they slam back
to their brace positions, translating into better string
paths. Riser improvements, in both strength and sight
window cutaway, have provided better arrow clear-
ance as the arrow exits the bow with more room than
there was in the old days. All of this translates into
more forgiving setups and higher scores. Stabilizers
and vibration dampening in general have improved
allowing you to stay focused longer during the shot
process. Finger tabs have gotten more comfortable
and ergonomic while at the same time doing a good
job of keeping your fingers clear of the arrow. This
means pain free drawing and a more relaxed release
hand. The older separators were not very comfortable!
Better sights have better predictability when needing
to move them, and they stay in place under shock and
vibration better than in the past.

The Mental Game Connection
Archers who are struggling with a setup that is not
performing well will experience deterioration of their
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Continued on the Next Page

“Have you ever stood next to
someone who was using the

same bow and the same arrow
as you are using and watch

them pound the middle while all
you seem to be able to do is

surround it?”
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mental game. The number
of things to worry about
increases and focus
becomes diluted at best.
This downward spiral
breeds itself until a change
is made to reverse the trend.
An archer who is using a
great setup experiences just
the opposite. There are fewer things to worry about,
allowing focus on the things that matter to be clearer
and more concentrated which, in turn, leads to a more
confident and more deliberate shot. The ability to
keep less-than-perfect shots at, or near, the middle
builds a confidence and control level that allows your
mental game to spiral upward. Shot timing improves
as mental stress is reduced and movements are more
effortless. Mix your current mental position, weak or
strong, with the excitement of a tournament, and that
accelerates the spiral in either direction. To sum it up,
the cool technology of today does translate into bet-
ter accuracy and higher scores when set up properly
and combined with solid technique. Success breeds
success causing improvement and escalation in the
mental game. As the two elements compound them-

selves with the human spir-
it, the sky’s the limit! If the
champions of the past had
these same advantages in
their time, I believe we
would have seen similar
results in scores and
increased mental capacity.
Not wishing to take any-

thing away from the amazing accomplishments we
are seeing today, I only wish to share that when
records have fallen over the years they have always
been the result of a perfect storm situation. A very tal-
ented archer was combined with properly set up
equipment and together they bonded to create an
amazing performance. The improvements in technol-
ogy have certainly increased the possibilities of those
perfect storms. If you liked this article, stay tuned for
the compound version.

See you on the range.

“If the champions of the past
had these same advantages in
their time, I believe we would
have seen similar results in

scores and increased mental
capacity.”

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA com-
petition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!

Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.

Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!

While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
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Flying . . . 
Or Falling With Style?

by Sarah Toth

Sometimes, as archers, Christmas doesn’t come at
Christmastime. It comes when we spot an advertise-
ment for a new piece of gear that makes us rubber-
neck and drool. If it’s in our budget, we order this new
doohickey, and then wait for the brown truck with
giddy anticipation, just like kids await Santa Claus.

But sometimes we find out that the new doohick-
ey is just like the year’s fad toy: we have great fun with
it for a little while, but realize with disappointment
that it isn’t as good as advertised. Like the “Buzz
Lightyear” toy, it doesn’t actual-
ly fly, it just . . . falls with style.

The Wyze Cam looks like it
could be an ingenious tool for
archery coaches and students to
use for video coaching. It works
through Wi-Fi and a down-
loaded app to record video in
small clips. An archer can use a
smartphone to operate the
Wyze Cam, setup at the archer’s
home range, to record high-def-
inition clips of shots. Judging by
the advertisements, there would be a way to share
these video clips with someone in a different location,
such as an out-of-state coach.

The Wyze Cam comes in a simple white box,
about 2˝x2˝x3˝. Inside the box, there is a white, cube-
shaped camera, about 2˝x2˝; a little power plug with
detachable USB-to-micro cable, and a tiny tri-folded
“Quick Start” guide and part identification chart.
There is also a thin steel 2˝ diameter disc, with a
matching-sized circle of 3M mounting tape.

The Quick Start instructions are easy to under-
stand and follow, although it does not advise the
buyer of three essential steps that need to be accom-
plished before startup! First, the aspiring film artist

needs to download the Wyze app, available on
Google Play or the iTunes app store, and create a
Wyze account in the app. Second, the smartphone
must be connected to a 2.4 MHz Wi-Fi connection
with WPA or WPA2 security encryption. If your Wi-
Fi connection is 5 MHz, the device will not work.
Finally, the password for the Wi-Fi network, the
exact password, will be needed to connect the camera
to the network. Provided the Wyze owner prepares
those three things, the rest of the setup process flows

smoothly, and actually is rather
nifty (the camera talks!).

Next, it is time to mount the
camera in the shooting area, and
make sure the lighting is ade-
quate for clear visibility of the
shooter’s form. The Wyze Cam
has a little gray pop-out stand,
that can expand and contract
about 5˝. The base of this stand
has a magnet, so the camera can
simply stick to the side of a large
metal object, or use the included

mounting tape and steel disc to attach the Wyze Cam
to a wall.

When staging the camera’s location, the camera
user can two-finger “pinch” on the “live feed” screen
to zoom the focus, although (spoiler alert!) the chosen
focus will not end up being the focus of the video. The
recorded clip will be the full wide-angle view. So, the
pinch-to-zoom feature only works when using the
Wyze Cam for its original intended purpose: as a
nanny-cam or other “live feed” format.

With a mounted camera, decent lighting, and an
arrow nocked, the user should be ready now to press
“Record.” Draw, aim, release, follow through, and

Continued on the Next Page

The Wyze Cam . . . two actually

Taking the Wyze Cam for a Test Flight
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Want More on Coaching Archery?

Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as  five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.

If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.

Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

then quickly click “stop” on the smartphone interface.
This process can putter along quite smoothly for
about five shots, and then the Wyze cam gets over-
heated, or maybe loses connection to the network, or
something. The preview on the screen becomes very
pixel-y and freezes up. Then the user needs to click
the back button, re-select the Wyze device, wait for
the camera to reconnect to the network, and then the
user can resume recording.

When the archer is ready to take a look, and see
how the videos came out, they are stored on the
smartphone, in a folder in the app called “album.”
(The device has a slot for an SD card, but saving the
clips to a card negates the appeal of making them
directly accessible to an off-site coach). So far, so
good! Most of the video clips turn out with good
quality, high enough resolution to watch for various
form element flaws. Unfortunately, though, this
reviewer could find no way to play the clips in slo-mo.

Now, move on to sharing the clips with a coach,
or another archer. On a screen inside the app, where a
still pic of the camera’s last view shows, there’s a little
“share this device” icon. With a tap, a screen pops up
to enter an e-mail address for someone else (someone
who has already installed the Wyze app on a smart-

phone or tablet). This person will then see a notifica-
tion in the app on their mobile device to connect to
the sender’s Wyze Cam. Two things became obvious
when this was attempted. First, the recipient did not
gain access to the video clips already saved in the
sender’s Wyze account. The app stores those on the
sender’s mobile device, and they can only be shared by
uploading them and sending them via everyday meth-
ods like e-mail or Dropbox. Secondly, as the recipi-
ent’s app tried to connect to the sender’s Wyze cam,
it could not succeed when the Wyze cam wasn’t
plugged in. (The Wyze cam doesn’t have a battery,
only a power cord). So, although the recorded clips
aren’t visible to the coach, the Wyze Cam’s “live feed”
view would be visible to a coach in real time.

Before sending a “share” invite to another Wyze
user, every person should consider a few potential
dangers in this technology. (Parents, especially, should
consider the dangers if their kids or teens use the
Wyze Cam!) Almost everyone has heard the horror
stories of hackers who hack into a computer, activate
the webcam, and watch the victim like a peeping tom.
The technology of the Wyze device would allow this
to happen with no hacking required. Whoever
receives a “share” invite gains a window into the
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Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?

In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.

Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and bal-
anced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effec-
tively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.

Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

sender’s home, as long as the Wyze device is plugged
in. (Remember, this device was invented, primarily, to
be a nanny-cam or security device). Also, anyone with
access to the coach’s phone or tablet has a window
into the student’s home. This could be quite a danger
to kids or teens, unless both the user and the coach
were very, very careful! The student would have to be
sure to unplug the Wyze Cam after EVERY use, and
the coach would have to religiously log out of the
Wyze app after every live-but-offsite coaching ses-
sion.

So, does the “Buzz Lightyear of video clip
devices” fly? Well, it depends on the definition of “fly.”
If flying means being able to watch a student, in real
time, at an offsite location, with good resolution, this
camera scores high marks. If the coach or the stu-
dent’s parents don’t want to use the “live feed” type of
remote coaching, and instead rely on sharing video
clips via e-mail or Dropbox, the Wyze Cam doesn’t
fly. But it does fall with style!

Available at Wyze.com
$19.95 (This is an introductory price, don’t know

how long it will last.)

Specifications
H 2.20˝ (56mm) / W 1.97˝ (50mm) / D 1.97˝ (50mm)

1.0GHz /128MB
1920 X 1080 (1080p)

Lens: F2.0 aperture, 2.8mm focal length
Image sensor: 1/2.7˝ CMOS
Digital zoom: 8x /110° lens

Built-in speaker and microphone
Free rolling 14 days of alert videos stored in the

AWS Cloud
Supports 8GB, 16GB and 32GB microSD cards in

FAT32 format
1-2MB per minute in SD, or 4-7MB per minute in

HD
802.11 b/g/n 2.4GHz

Upload speed 1.0 Mbps for SD and 1.5 Mbps for
HD

Supports iOS 8.0 and Android 5.0 or later
Indoor use only

http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
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Prominent in the 
WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Better Book Stores and 
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, espe-
cially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

L ARRY WISE
ON

COACHING ARCHERY

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)

Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)

Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)

More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

www.LarryWise.com
www.LarryWise.com


Note This is a series of articles. If you are a new read-
er, it began in Issue 20-1.

Simon Begins . . .
As the level of the archers you are coaching gets high-
er, with respect to their technique, the more diverse
the individual needs for each of them becomes. Most
of the aspects of the training regime remain familiar:
increasing arrow count, maintaining the shot, main-
taining focus throughout the training, raising score
levels, improving the mental
game.

On the whole you will be
looking at the archer’s improving
technique, and the higher the
level they shoot, the smaller the
adjustments you will be getting
them to make. It is too easy to try
to coach all the archers with the
same changes or improvements
at the same time, but as the level
of the archers rises, the more they
will require individual, personal
improvement programs. This is
where the individual’s diary becomes invaluable; it
keeps track of all the arrows shot, but more impor-
tantly it logs the adjustments to that individual’s tech-
nique, this will also help keep track of key words that
are meaningful to that individual. Especially if you
have a number of achieving archers, keeping your own
notes on individual archers helps you to have a quick
recap prior to a training sessions with that archer.
Giving advice to an archer that should have been
given to another doesn’t do your street cred any good.
It should go without saying, but the notes on your
archers should be kept confidential and only you

should have access to them. It is up to you at what
level your archers are shooting at for you start to take
notes on them. Since you do not want to spend all
your time writing during sessions, it is best to devel-
op a short hand that makes taking notes easier for you
(it also makes it hard for others to understand if they
get hold of your notes). I use things like KAU –keep
arm up, FTS – finish the shot, DTL – Draw to
length, etc.

I have found that all archers tend to have a tech-
nique idiosyncrasy that keeps
returning. Some are quite easy to
deal with: not keeping their bow
hand relaxed, not standing up
properly at full draw, ensuring
that they remain equally bal-
anced on both legs, relaxing the
fingers at full draw (uncurling),
etc. One that many archers
encounter is not completing the
shot. This manifests itself as a
physical movement, of not keep-
ing the arm up, or moving the
head. It is due to the mind mov-

ing the body to the next body movement in the
sequence of shooting. So many of these aberrations
are due to the mental processes. So much of archery is
intertwined, with the mind playing the biggest part.
(This will be the final part of “Getting to 600, in the
next issue. SN)

The mind is very good at anticipating the next
movement that the body is expecting to do, and also
good at starting that movement off before it has com-
pleted the current one. You will have seen, especially
at competitions, archers who, as they shoot, lean for-
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Continued on the Next Page

Getting to 600:
Refinements

by Simon Needham and Steve Ruis

600
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!

There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for begin-
ning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches

There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches

ward to look through their scope, or raise their head
as they release to see the arrow in flight or the draw
hand moving to the quiver to get the next arrow, or
the old favourite, lowering the bow arm to get the
bow into position to receive the next arrow. Not the
wrong movements but the right movements at the
wrong time. Not keeping the bow arm up could be
due to the bow being too heavy, or that in the past it
was too heavy and that has become part of the rou-
tine. Even with the head remaining still an archer’s
eyes will try to track the arrow’s flight. All of this is
comes under the heading of making sure your archers
“Finish the shot.”

For me the shot starts when I put my fingers on
the string. I ensure that I can see the crease of the first
joint of the middle finger below the arrow and in
front of the string. Once the fingers are placed on the
string they are fixed in position until release. The bow
is drawn watching the arrow under the clicker until
the clicker starts the slide down the point. While I am
watching this, I am ensuring that the shot feels right
and the string is placed securely on my chin and nose
(in that order) and my draw hand is firmly against my
jaw line. I am feeling the lines of force towards the
target and in the opposite direction away from the
target being “in balance.” If at this point the feel of

the shot is balanced and directed towards the centre of
the target, I switch my visual focus to align the string,
sight, and point of aim, the clicker actuates and the
shot is made. The shot finishes after the time it would
take for the arrow to hit the target at 70m. The shot
finishes when the arrow hits the target. There needs
to be a clear decision to finish the shot, this can be a
count of ‘three’ or it can be instilled into the move-
ment of the bow. Depending on the sling used, the
shot can finish when the bow rotates and the limb
bounces twice on the archer’s leg or something simi-
lar. I have seen many archers, when switching from
outdoor shooting to indoor, start off with a good fin-
ish of their shots, and their scores are comparable to
what they had been shooting outdoors. This then
drops off as the season progresses. At distances less
than 30m, the time between the clicker activating and
the arrow hitting the target is so short that the archer
tends to finish the shot before it has left the bow, just
thinking that “the shot finishes when the arrow hits
the target,” is not enough “the shot finishes after the
time it would take for the arrow to hit the target at
70m” is a bit of a mouthful, but it gives a good indi-
cation of how much time the archer needs to remain
in the full draw position. When the fingers slip from
the string, all movement of the archer and equipment

http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
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should only come from the
release of tension across the
body that originated in the
setup of the shot to full
draw. As an aside, it is
worth checking that the
archer’s bow hand is being
drawn forward by the sling
and bow and not manufac-
tured by the archer as the clicker goes off, one way of
checking if you are unsure is to fit a wrist sling to the
bow and see what happens to the archers bow hand
on release. Close up videoing of the archer’s aiming
eye, can be a good way of ascertaining if they are fin-
ishing the shot. Ideally, on reviewing the footage, the
eye should remain still and focused on the point of
aim for 2 -3 seconds after the arrow has left the bow.

Some archers may have less obvious idiosyncrasies
that require a key word or words to remind them to
avoid. This will generally require a bit of a chat with
the archer so that you have the right word(s) that will
trigger the correction. Sometimes it will come from
the archer, wanting a key reminder to something they
are currently working on. At one point I was working
on what I termed “Balance,” meaning even pressure
towards and away from the target. I asked for a
reminder at a competition in Turkey by one of the
team staff, they did, but thought it meant up and

down balance, in their mind
and the reminder came
with flapping arm move-
ments, which was not quite
what I had in mind! So it is
essential that you and your
archer know when and
where to use the key words.
A good friend of mine on

the GB team, whose idiosyncrasy was to let his draw
arm relax at full draw, used the key word “Strong.” In
the team round if we saw his elbow edge out we
would just say “strong” and he would regain his shot
and shoot it well. Using the key word when it was not
needed just put him off, or at least peed him off! It is
working with an archer and finding a word or phrase
that is meaningful to them, however odd to you it
may seem, which will keep them improving.

Your archers should know what their idiosyn-
crasies are and have markers to help recognise them.
It is all very well you keeping them on track at the
training sessions you are together, but they will need
to recognise them when they are practicing or at com-
petition when they are on their own. Unless you are
only coaching one archer you will not be there watch-
ing every shot. Even if you have one archer, it is not a
good idea to keep on top of them all the time anyway,
they need time to work out their challenges in their

Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel,
and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright
side, although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she
ends up a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach),
road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the trag-
ic death of her second son are bared as she writes.

Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains
of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow
and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds
while just trying to shoot a few arrows.

If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her
journey. 

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Confessions of an ArcheryMom

“The mind is very good at antic-
ipating the next movement that
the body is expecting to do, and
also good at starting that move-
ment off before it has completed

the current one.”

Continued on the Next Page

http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
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All of this is 
included in here!

Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coach-
es can track progress.

The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious anno-
tations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.

The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by chang-
ing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being pro-
vided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!

http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Archers-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147139/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1336150237&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.com/Coaches-Guide-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147147/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1340991358&sr=1-7&keywords=Archery+Education+Resources
http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Archers-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147139/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1336150237&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.com/Coaches-Guide-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147147/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1340991358&sr=1-7&keywords=Archery+Education+Resources
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own way. The indicator for them will be group size
and position, this is where plotting in practice is use-
ful. When they are practicing and plotting, if you see
their current or a recurring idiosyncrasy creeping in,
let them shoot a couple more ends. One, to see if they
catch themselves doing it. Two, to see what happens
to the arrow plot when it occurs. You can then pause
the practice and both see what the arrow plot is indi-
cating. The sooner the archer catches on to the lapse
in form, the more good arrows are shot re-enforcing
the good shots. Make a list of forced errors and their
corrections:

1.Arrows low left – string resting on chest at full
draw

2.Tall group – change of pressure in pivot point.
Inconsistent anchor point. Inconsistent finger
pressure on string

3.Horizontal group – torque on grip, string hitting
arm (this could also be low brace height) inconsis-
tent finger grip on string, inconsistent string pic-
ture.
Although some of these will be technique incon-

sistencies, it could be issues with equipment.
Although “a bad workman
blames his tools” still check
the equipment, bits do
come loose!

The better the technique, the easier it is to main-
tain and improve score levels, but at the end of the
day, it comes down to the adage – the more I practice
the better I get!

Increasing Arrow Counts
This is a theme that has run throughout this series of
articles. However you slice it, it is by far the best way
to improve. It does not matter how technically well
your archers shoot, if they are not able to increase
their weekly arrow count they will reach a ceiling that
their current arrow count will hold them to. The
archers who progress are the ones who can practice
whenever they have time. This may just be at home
shooting at short distance, but if they have a range
that they have access to 24/7 they will have the best
chance of progressing. We are lucky at our club as we
have use of a shed that houses an 18m and 70m range.
We are currently looking at finding a permanent
shooting field that we can develop in the future to
give archers the opportunity of progressing as far as
their talent will take them. As coaches, finding a
venue that gives this opportunity to your archers, will
help them realise their potential.

Maintaining the Shot
Instilling in the archers that every arrow should be set
up and shot as best they can is paramount. Although
arrow count is easily recorded, it is the arrow count of
good shots that makes the difference. Banging out
200 poorly shot arrows in a session will not help the
archer. This needs to be reinforced by ensuring it is
there in the plan for every session.

Maintaining Focus Throughout the Training
Every session should have a purpose. Practices rounds
can help judge how the training is going; they should
be shot as in competition, with the correct number of
arrows and timing for that round. Every arrow scores,
regardless of errors. Many archers will stop the score
if they feel it is not going so well, or make an error.
The archer needs to be able to find within themselves
what it takes to recover, and finish the round. This can
be practiced. If they are at competition, especially as
part of a team, they need to be able to know that they
can still make their score count even if things do go
astray. As in competition, only illness should prevent
them from finishing. Many a time when the team has

been away, ailments (diar-
rhoea, heat, headaches)
have affected members, and
they have been able to cope

and continue the round.
In training, the archer can be working on improv-

ing aspects of their technique, set out by themselves of
directed by you, or testing and adjusting equipment, it
is by ensuring that every session has a focus that good
shooting is maintained.

Raising Score Levels
The score levels are raised by shooting more consis-
tently, getting the archer to understand the feeling of
a good shot, to learn what it feels like to make the
arrow go into the ten ring. This is enhanced by train-
ing using “closed eye release,” (To recap, this involves
coming to full draw, anchor and aim with the archers
eyes open, then once on aim, closing their eyes, visu-
alising the sight on the target, and completing the
shot. With their eyes closed, they can focus on the feel
of the shot. While visualising the bow on perfect aim.
)  Essentially having eight arrows in their quiver but
two with different coloured nocks. The six with the
same coloured nocks you have the archer shoot with
their eyes closed, the other two with their eyes open,
with the arrows drawn randomly from their quiver.

“Every session should have a
purpose.”

Continued on the Next Page
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Maintaining the feel of the shot
whichever colour nock is shot is
the instruction. This can be carried
out at short and long distances
from the target. This is especially
effective on a three yard boss at
home.

Determining Fall of Shot
This is a practice that can only
really be carried out at longer dis-
tances and requires you or a spot-
ter to help. The archer shoots the
shot, and calls where they think it
is going to land, the spotter who is
watching the arrow hit the target
confirms where the arrow actually
landed. With this feedback and
the verbalisation of calling the
shot, helps to re-enforce the quali-
ty and direction of the shot, with the archer focusing
on how it feels to shoot them well and in the middle.
Once they have used this practice a few times, they
can use it when they are on their own, learning what
it takes to keep the arrows centred in the middle.

Improving the Mental Game
This starts with you from the very beginning of their
coaching. Ensuring that how and what you say to
them is reflected in their replies, correcting them and
channelling them to work towards what they want to
achieve. Showing them that the mental game is not
just used for archery but for every aspect of their life
to bring improvement. Get all your archers to buy a
copy of With Winning in Mind by Lanny Bassham.
With all the money that is spent on archery, this
book/CD must be one of the best value tools that an
archer can own, and will give the greatest advance-
ment both in archery and life. As coach I recommend
that you definitely get the CD, it is great to listen to
in the car. Lanny will tell you that it is all you need,
it’s what he told me when I said it was a great basis for
mental training. In the next article I intend to explore
this more fully.

Summary
It is fairly obvious that to get better at archery, you do
more of the same thing and do it better and more fre-
quently. As an archer gets better, groups get smaller,
as the groups get smaller you are able to see more
clearly what advantages there are to this or that too

small change or adjustment. Up
until this level different string
materiel would possibly not make
apparent differences to group size.
It is at this level you can start
micro tuning. To get the best out
of the bow and archer.

Steve Continues . . .
In writing this series, Simon and I
take turns starting off and then the
other kind of plays off of what the
first writes. Of course, Simon is
keeping Recurve archers in mind
mostly and I am trying to keep
Compound archers in mind.
Much of what follows in this
installment is me “chiming in” on
what Simon has already said.
(Hint If you are a compound

coach, don’t skip over what Simon writes (and vice-
versa) as all of what each of us says applies in some
way to your students.)

Monitoring Form and Execution
By now an archer performing at this level has settled
upon a technique. As a professional golfer recently
said “Every golf swing is like a signature; everyone’s is
different.” (Aaron Oberholser); the same thing can be
said about every archer’s shot. There are as many tech-
niques as there are archers. What is important is that
the archer’s form and execution of his/her technique
need to be monitored and refined as deemed neces-
sary. Both coach and archer need to become adept at
this.

One tool I use that helps with this, in a number
of ways, is what I call “The List.” I have mentioned
this before, in summary I ask all of my students to
keep a notebook and on the top few pages of this
notebook I ask them to list all of the aspects of their
form and execution they are currently working on.
“The List” is just the top three items as I do not want
them to work on more than three things at a time. If
there are more than three things identified, #4 and all
of the rest are put on a subsequent page so they won’t
get lost but are out of sight for the time. They are
instructed to never begin a shooting session without
reading their list.

As things get taken care of I ask them to careful-
ly draw a line through an item on The List and then
promote one of the other items up onto The List. If
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the old #2 was dispatched, a new #2 can be made;
these numbers are not priorities, although it is usual-
ly best to deal with the more important things first.
Each of these item is to be worked on at each prac-
tice, one at a time.

The reason I ask them to only draw a single line
through an item that has been addressed and resolved,
is that I want them to be able to read the items on the
list, including those taken care of, so no markers, no
obliterations. It is the case that a thing that we
thought had been addressed pops up again. If so we
can clearly read where it was addressed (and when if
you date when the items are placed on The List). This
is a way to identify what Simon has referred to as
“shot idiosyncrasies,” things that recur like this
require more forceful action to keep them at bay.

Simon addresses shot idiosyncrasies at some
length and very well. One of the reasons for these
things popping up is archers confusing things that
just happen with things that are to be done. The obvi-
ous example of this is the release. Compound archers,
for example, are told that their release hand is to move
straight back away from the position it was in for a
short distance ... and then a whole lot of other things
which I believe are nonsensical, things like touching
your draw shoulder at the end of the shot. Then, an
archer watching a video of himself notes things that
do not “look right.” If they do not like the “look” of
their release hand action, they may try to improve that
by focusing on moving their release hand correctly.
This turns out to be wrong. The release hand (and the
string hand if shooting “fingers”) moves not by itself,
but due to the forces built up at full draw. When the
bow’s force is dropped from the equation, the
string/release hand moves as it does due to the forces
created in the back and arm still operating. If their
release hand is not moving as it is desired, it has noth-
ing to do with the hand itself . . . but the archer does-

n’t know that and ends up working on the wrong
thing, which is a waste of time and energy and can
even make things worse.

This is why coach and archer have to discuss
these things and figure out ways to address them cor-
rectly. It doesn’t hurt if the archer learns what things
just happen and what things are to be done.

Cue Words and Signs Simon addresses cue words
and “signs,” aka recognition factors, that inform an
archer that a form element is degrading or a former
form element is re-emerging. I do not have much to
add to his treatment except that I prefer to forestall
such happenings if possible. This is done by educating
archers as to what to focus on in the way of sights,
sounds, and feelings through their shot. One example
given by Simon is “The shot finishes when the arrow
hits the target.” 

He is not a fan of this guideline for the reasons he
points out. The time the arrow takes to hit the target
varies with the distance. Since I came up through
field archery, with shots ranging from 70 yards to 20
feet, these times are dramatically different. But I am
not a fan of the revised one: “the shot finishes after
the time it would take for the arrow to hit the target
at 70 m” as this is open to imagination and field
archers don’t shoot 70 m as frequently as target
archers and . . . well, I have a lot of objections. (I am
also not a fan of ‘The shot finishes when the arrow
hits the target’ but perhaps the longer version should
be end with ‘The time it takes for the arrow to travel
to the archers longest distance, I think that it is the
audio input that completes the shot giving a distinct
separation to the kinaesthetic of the shot. )

I prefer to use a marker that is based upon the
bow. I use “the shot is not over until the bow takes a
bow” (see poster above). Whether that “bow” (as in a
theatrical bow) is finished when the bottom limb taps

Continued on the Next Page
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the archer’s thigh or swings
up to a peak in front of the
archer depends on the
archer’s form, but that
“bow” of the bow needs to
finish before the bow arm
deliberately drops. Note
The bow arm drops a little just because the draw arm
was helping to hold up the bow (sometimes as much
as 50% of the mass-weight) and when it stops help-
ing, it takes a while to figure out how much more
weight the bow arm needs to take up. The only thing
an archer needs to “do” during the follow-through is
keep his/her arms up and his/her body in the same
position it was in before the loose. The bow takes care
of itself.

Supplying such form cues is something that
should be happening as you go, but as Simon men-
tions, these can break down because they become
automatic (there’s that word again—see below).

Arrow Counts and the Law of Diminishing Returns
Simon reinforces that increasing arrow counts in
practice and competition are a recurring focus of these
recommendations. What may ultimately differentiate
those who make it to elite status and those who do
not is the willingness to put in the work necessary.
One aspect of this, though, is it is subject to the Law
of Diminishing Returns, a common rephrasing of
which is the 80:20 law (or Pareto law) which says that
the first 80% of the result comes from the first 20% of
the effort. The flip side is to get that final 20% of the
result requires 80% of the total effort. A consequence
of this is recognized by every experienced archer.
When first you become serious about archery,
progress was made in leaps and bounds, then progress
becomes slower, then much slower. Personally, I think
I put in significantly more effort getting from 285 to
300 on the NFAA Indoor Round (60 arrows, 5-4-3
scoring) than I did in getting from 0 to 285.

So, arrow counts need to go up, dramatically so, as
your archer’s goals get high. Olympians often com-
ment on 400 arrow per day (not per week) arrow
counts to prepare for significant competitions. (This
is not a goal, just an example of what elite archers do.)

Mental Control of the Shot
We will be addressing the mental game more in the
next installment, but for now, there are some key
points that should not be missed. In no particular
order:

Boredom Foments Improvisation When setting up
practices, long sessions of just shooting arrows is a

thing some archers are good
at doing. Others get bored
easily. Boredom causes
archers to lose focus and
their subconscious minds to
improvise to break the
monotony (see more

below). For those who get bored more easily, long
shooting sessions should be broken up by games
being played . . . no, not Hold’em Poker, archery
games. If you have two archers shooting for score,
challenge them by having them shoot one extra arrow
each end, the score of which is subtracted from the
other’s score! That kind of game, games that challenge
skill and inject some fun.

Nothing Should be Automatic I hate the word
“automatic” in archery contexts as it means quite a
wide variety of things to people. The general sense is
that automatic means it happens without the atten-
tion of the operator being needed, like an automatic
transmission in a car. You do not have to think about
what gear you are in while driving forward, the gear
changes are “automatic.”

In archery, nothing is truly automatic, because we
are incapable of doing that. Your and their shots are
run by your subconscious minds and I use the word
“subconscious” rather than “unconscious” deliberately
in that the mental process are just out of touch with
your conscious thoughts, not buried deep, deep down
in your furthest recesses. If you lose conscious focus
on your process, your subconscious mind will wander
. . . will, not “may,” and your score will suffer. It is
almost as if your subconscious has to function as if
there were someone watching, and that is the role
your conscious mind plays. (I even refer to it as The
Watcher.) The conscious mind is paying attention,
looking for signs the subconscious mind has strayed
from “the plan.”

Emotional Control When this topic is brought up
most people think of anger management and I guess
that is appropriate as I know of a fair number of quite
prominent archers who were in the practice of seeing
how far they could wrap a bow around a tree trunk.
But that is not what I am referring to here.

Simon mentions that “I have found that all
archers tend to have a technique idiosyncrasy that
keeps returning.” The reasons behind this is all of
your student’s archery “moves” (and yours), when
learned well, are stored in long-term memory. This
includes their current form/execution/shot sequence
as well as all of their former ones. The reason an

“Archers have to train their sub-
conscious minds to their plan
and then monitor it so that it

sticks to the plan.”
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archer should never, ever practice “doing it wrong” is
that if they learn that well, even if they dump that
approach and build a new shot, the old practices are
sitting there in memory to be pulled off of the mental
shelf when there is a need. (Every once in a while
everyone experiences a memory from very long ago.
Memories do not disappear, they are still subject to
recall.)

You will see students under pressure in a compe-
tition revert to old shot elements. This is why.
Ordinarily the order in which these memorized “rou-
tines” are called up has to do with the frequency with
which they have called up previously and the intensi-
ty of those memories. Old memories that haven’t been
called up recently should rarely be called upon. But
what happens is this: disappointment. An archer
rolling along, shooting well, hits a bad patch and
makes a mistake, then another. They feel disappoint-
ment. Their mind wanders to their goal of finishing
high or winning, and this is a veritable license for your
subconscious mind to improvise and instead of mak-
ing up something new, it goes to the shelf those old
routines and memories are stored upon and pulls one
of the old ones down in the hopes that it can do bet-
ter than the failing plan.

Archers have to train their subconscious minds to

their plan and then monitor it so that it sticks to the
plan. This is reinforced through the normal execution
of a series of shots in competition and practice. Part
of the way the subconscious is trained is to reward it
when doing well and punish when going off plan. The
rewards for the subconscious in archery, a low arousal
sport, are positive reinforcement through feeling good
but a shot well done and negative reinforcement
through disapproval of poor shots. Wrapping bows
around tree trunks is not acceptable.

Experiencing disappointment during a series of
shots is basically undermining “the plan” and encour-
ages the archer’s subconscious mind to “try something
else.” In other words, disaster.

Emotional control in an archer includes keeping
a fairly even keel throughout and all problems han-
dled as dispassionately as possible.

Need Help Running an Archery Program?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.

Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.

This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Teaching-Archery-Running-Recreational-Instruction/dp/0991332644/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1430618844&sr=1-1&keywords=Teaching+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Teaching-Archery-Running-Recreational-Instruction/dp/0991332644/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1430618844&sr=1-1&keywords=Teaching+Archery
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Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books 

for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or 
parents of new archers? 

Get them started right with these new guides!

Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.

Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.

Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything par-
ents want to know is covered, like:

• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about

archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,

execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Book Stores and 
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
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If you have serious Olympic recurve archers,
have they incorporated a clicker into their setup yet?
If not, do you know how to get them started? Let’s
talk about this.

Clicker Background
To the best of our knowledge, the clicker was invent-
ed in the late 1950s by Fred Lager of Ohio as an
aid/cure for target panic symptoms. The understand-
ing of what a clicker does has “evolved” since then, as
they say.

We are of the opinion that a clicker should not be
introduced until an archer has a stable draw length
and good archery form. It is a refinement tool, not a
basic learning device. The reason for this belief is we
see archer after archer distorting their form to get
their mis-placed clicker to go off when they wish it to.
Form isn’t driven by clickers, clickers drive form, so an
archer’s form needs to be settled before they are given
one to master, otherwise it may master them, setting
back their training substantially.

The clicker is a focus for a great deal of negative
opinions from archers, and we think this is for good
reason. We went looking for a protocol on how to
teach the use of a clicker and the best we found was:
Step 1 Attach it to their bow, Step 2 They’ll get used
to it. I think you can understand that we felt this was
a little like throwing a child into a pond to teach them
how to swim; it might work but it was not a pleasant
experience and wasn’t particularly effective. We set
out to come up with a way to teach the clicker that
made more sense. Please note that we are claiming “a”
way, not saying “the” way.

Are They Ready?
We do a simple test. After an archer is warmed up I

ask them to draw and anchor with their eyes closed.
When they settle, I make a mark on their arrow shaft
at their button position. They are then told to let
down and after a few seconds of rest, do it all over
again, four more times. We usually end up with five
marked on the arrow shaft. If these marks are all
contained within a range of 1⁄4˝ then their draw
length is very stable; if within 1⁄2˝, stable enough for
a clicker. Outside of a 1⁄2˝ span for those five marks
and you are taking chances.

If they do not pass the “test,” they may be disap-
pointed but do encourage them to concentrate on
shooting with good form and share with them that
you believe they will be able to do it soon.
Encouragement is always good, caving in to an unpre-
pared archer is not, so do hold the line.

Setting up a Clicker
First the clicker is affixed to the bow according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Some younger archers are
shooting quite long arrows and they may need a click-
er that attaches to their sight bar rather than the bow
itself. Make sure they have the right clicker for their
particular setup. 

If you have their “test” arrow with the five marks
still on it, center the marks at the plunger and then set
the clicker blade at the tip of the arrow point. Voila!
If you do not have the test marks to go by, an initial
setting can be had by just observing the archer draw
his bow (eyes closed) and then letting down. From the
full draw position of the arrow point you have in
memory, set the clicker position. Have then draw
again and see if the arrow point lines up just ahead of
the rear edge of the clicker blade (1 mm/1⁄16˝)

Continued on the Next Page

Getting Serious:
Is It Time for a Clicker?

Part of Archery Coach Fundamentals by AER

AER Articles for Coaches
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Doing a Clicker
Check

To check the
position of the blade,

do a “Clicker Check.” Ask
them to place the clicker
on top of the arrow, draw,
and anchor. The clicker
should be close to clicking
but just “hanging on the
point,: roughly described
as having started to slide
off of the point. From this
position the archer is to
continue to expand into
the shot and after the
clicker clicks, to maintain good form and drawing to
the furthest extent they are able. Explain this to them
beforehand, and then exhort them to “Pull, pull, pull”
while they are doing it. Then have them let down.
Reinforce that they will not be shooting this arrow.

If the clicker is in a roughly correct position, they
will only be able to get their arrow point about 1⁄4˝ (6
mm) past the rear edge of their clicker blade. Be obser-
vant as many will lose form when doing this by sliding
their string hand along their jaw or other “clicker
cheats.” Any loss of good form requires a do over.

If they can get more than that far past the click-
er, blade, move the blade in and retest. If they can’t get
through the clicker, move it out and retest.

Clicker Training Schedule for Training
After any adjustments to the clicker’s position, your
archer is ready for training. In this protocol, they will
draw to full draw (watching the clicker if they must
but preferably not) and then “finish the shot” by
extending to the target with their bow arm and rotat-
ing their rear shoulder around toward their back, that
is with good form. When the clicker “clicks,” they will
be doing one of several things (as directed by you, the
coach, or a shooting partner). These are:

• letting down
• shooting, or 
• pausing for 1, 2, or 3 seconds and then shooting.

Each time their “helper” will tell them which to
do or they can use the schedules below if working
alone. When they first start, at least every other shot
will be a “let down.” Drawing through the clicker and
letting down is normal and is a way they can check
whether their back and shoulders feel they are in the
right positions at that point. This is something they

should be encouraged to
do every time they warm
up to shoot and then later
interspersed with their
warm-up shots.

What is being done is
their subconscious mind
is being trained to assess
the status of their shot at
the point in time that
their clicker clicks and
then either a) finishing
the shot (if everything is
good) or b) letting down
(if anything is not good).
Their subconscious mind

can do this with lightning speed; their conscious mind
would take several minutes to do the same thing!
What they, and you, do not want is what is called a
conditioned reflex (a reflex that is trained). A
“click–release” trained reflex will cause them a great
many poor shots. What they want is “click–check and
if okay–release.” Unfortunately they both look alike to
an outside point of view.

This training is for a short period at each shoot-
ing session, followed by the other activities that are
done as before. The more often this training can be
done (5-10 minutes then again after some other activ-
ities) the sooner the “new move” will be integrated
into the student’s shot. After much training, then
practices can resume as before, but now with the
clicker included.

If there are any problems, come back to the train-
ing drills.

Also, as a students form evolves, the clicker posi-
tion will need to be adjusted. (Nothing ever stays the
same, per se.) I also tell students who are at a compe-
tition and they begin to struggle with getting through
their clicker (psychological tension, cause muscle ten-
sion, which shortens their draw) to relax if that hap-
pens and if that doesn’t work, it is okay to shoot
without their clicker. Some can finally relax and come
back to it later in the competition.

Too many archers who struggle with their clicker
feel there is something wrong with their clicker when
it was working fine the previous day. The culprit is
usually tension and relaxation is the key. This cannot
always be called upon during a competition and I
would rather revert to non-clicker shooting than end
up with a frustrated archer subconsciously changing
everything to try to make things work.

If the clicker is in the right place, the archer should only be able to
pull the arrow a quarter inch past the rear edge. This can be deter-

mined in a “clicker check” (see text).
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Schedules
(Note All counts are 1001, 1002, 1003, . . . etc.)

Phase 1 (50% Letdowns)
Draw to proper full-body-position, and when the
clicker “clicks”:
1. let down
2. shoot after a count of 2
3. let down
4. shoot
5. let down
6. shoot after a count of 1
7. let down
8. let down
9. shoot after a count of 3
10.let down
11.shoot
12.let down
13.shoot after a count of 1
14.let down
Repeat if necessary.
Phase 2 (25% Letdowns)
Draw to proper full-body-position, and when the
clicker “clicks”:
1. let down
2. shoot after a count of 2
3. shoot
4. let down
5. shoot after a count of 3
6. shoot after a count of 1
7. let down

8. shoot
9. shoot after a count of 3
10.let down
11.shoot
12.shoot after a count of 2
13.shoot after a count of 1
14.shoot
Repeat if necessary.

Phase 3 (10% Letdowns)
Draw to proper full-body-position, and when the
clicker “clicks”:
1. let down
2. shoot after a count of 2
3. shoot
4. shoot after a count of 1
5. shoot
6. shoot after a count of 3
7. shoot after a count of 1
8. shoot
9. shoot after a count of 2
10.shoot
11.let down
12.shoot
13.shoot after a count of 1
14.shoot
Repeat if necessary.

Are you tired from trying not to suck?

Are you .  .  . ?
Finding not sucking to be harder and harder?

Are you .  .  . ?
Tired of hear from your buddies about their winns and places when you

aren’t scoring anywhere close to them?
Are you .  .  . ?

Missing something from your game, you just can’t figure out what it is.
Then . . .

Why You Suck at Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the
“how to shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find
something is missing, Why You Suck at Archery addresses not only why
you suck but what you can do about it.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
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The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)

Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)

Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)

More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

New in the WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Better Book Stores and 
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches,
with explanations.

The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library is a effort to sup-
ply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows
out of bows but on how to coach
people to do that better.

The Principles of
Coaching Archery

Volume 1

and Available Now! Volume 2
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Getting Serious: Are You 
Ready for a Clicker?

Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER

If you are a serious Olympic recurve archer,
have you incorporated a clicker into your setup yet? If
so, does it frustrate you? If not, do you know how to
get started? Let’s talk about this.

Clicker Background
To the best of our knowledge, the clicker was invent-
ed in the late 1950s by Fred Lager of Ohio as an
aid/cure for target panic symptoms. The understand-
ing of what a clicker has changed and now is consid-
ered a signal that tells the archer their draw length is
correct and that if everything else is okay it is time to
shoot. Of course, it can’t do that if it is in the wrong
place on your bow or if you are not using your best
form.

We often see archers distorting their form to get
their mis-placed clicker to go off. Ideally the clicker is
put into a position that,
when your draw elbow is
swinging around and gets in
line with your arrow, that is
when the clicker clicks, so it
actually helps you get into
the correct shooting position
at full draw. To get to this point your form needs to be
pretty consistent before you have a clicker placed on
your bow, otherwise it may master you, rather than you
mastering it, setting back your training substantially.

We have heard a great many negative opinions of
clickers, and we actually think this is for good reason.
We went looking for a procedure on how to teach the
use of a clicker and the best we found was: Step 1

Attach it to their bow, Step 2 They’ll get used to it. I
think you can appreciate that we felt this was a little
like throwing a child into a pond to teach them how
to swim; it might work but it was not a pleasant expe-
rience and wasn’t particularly effective. We set out to
come up with a way to teach the clicker that made
more sense. Please note that we are claiming “a” way,
not saying “the” way. We hope this makes sense to
you.

Are You Ready?
We do a simple draw length consistency test. After
you are warmed up we ask you to draw and anchor
with your eyes closed. When you settle, we make a
mark on your arrow shaft at your button position.
They you let down and after a few seconds of rest, and
then do it all over again, four more times. You end up

with five dots marked on
that arrow shaft. If those
marks are all contained
within a range of 1⁄4˝ then
your draw length is very
stable (very few can do this
but it does happen); if the

dots are within 1⁄2˝, your draw length is stable enough
for a clicker. Outside of a 1⁄2˝ span for those five
marks and you are taking chances.

If you do not pass the “test,” and are disappoint-
ed we encourage you to concentrate on shooting with
good form while being relaxed soon you will be able
to pass it.

Continued on the Next Page

AER Articles for Archers

“We have heard a great many
negative opinions of clickers,

and we actually think this is for
good reason.”
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Setting Up a
Clicker

Next the clicker is
affixed to your bow

according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. If you
are shooting quite long
arrows you may need a
clicker that attaches to
your sight bar rather than
the bow itself. Make sure
you have the right clicker
for your particular setup.
As always your coach can
help.

If you have your “test” arrow with the five marks
still on it, center the marks at the plunger and then set
the clicker blade at the tip of the arrow point. Ta da!
If you do not have the test marks to go by, an initial
setting can be had by just drawing your bow (eyes
closed) while having somebody watch where the
arrow tip ends up and then letting down. They then
set the clicker position so that the read edge of the
clicker blade is just a tad closer to you  (1 mm/1⁄16˝)
than that point. Draw again and have your helper
check to see if the arrow point lines up just ahead of
the rear edge of the clicker blade. If the clicker were
sliding across the top of your arrow, it will not fall off
at this position, that happens when you draw just that
slight amount more. It is important that you be able
to draw without fear of the clicker falling off, that’s
why we set it as described above.

Doing a Clicker Check
To check the position of the blade, do a “Clicker
Check.” This time place the clicker on top of the
arrow. You are going to be drawing and holding and
anchoring, but not shooting; repeat not shooting. The
goal is for the clicker to be close to clicking but just
“hanging on the point,: roughly described as having
started to slide off of the point, when you have fin-
ished anchoring. As you continue to expand into the
shot and after the clicker clicks, maintain good form
and draw to the furthest extent you are able.
Remember, do not shoot! Then let down. While you
are doing this a helper observes just how far your
arrow point gets past the back edge of the clicker
blade. Ideally you will only be able to get your arrow
point about 1⁄4˝ (6 mm) past the rear edge of your
clicker blade. Any loss of good form requires a do
over.

If you can get more
than distance past the
clicker blade, move the
blade in and retest. If you
can’t get through the
clicker, move it out and
retest. The goal is to be
able to get just that 1⁄4˝ (6
mm) past the clicker
“clicking.”

Repeat this check any
time you think your click-
er is in the wrong place.
Your clicker may need fre-
quent adjustments, do not

just “set it and forget it.” Do know, however, that
changing your clicker a significant amount changes
your draw length and draw weight and therefore
changes your tune and sight marks! The changes we
are talking about are small. But, is you make a series
of small changes in your clicker, in the same direction,
you may have to retune and re-sight in.

Clicker Training Schedule for Training
After any adjustments to your clicker’s original posi-
tion, you are ready for training. In this procedure, you
will draw to full draw (watching the clicker if you
must but preferably not) and then “finish the shot” by
extending to the target with your bow arm and rotat-
ing your rear shoulder around toward their back, that
is with good form. When the clicker “clicks,” you will
be doing one of five things (as directed by your coach
or a shooting partner or a helper). These are:

• letting down
• shooting, or 
• pausing for 1 or 2 or 3 seconds and then shooting.

Each time your “helper” will tell you which you
are to do or you can use the schedules provided (see
the AER Coaches article in this issue for the sched-
ules). When you first start, at least every other shot
will be a “let down.” Drawing through the clicker and
letting down is normal and is a way you can check
whether your back and shoulders feel they are in the
right positions at that point. This is something we
encourage you to do a couple of times every time you
warm up to shoot and then later interspersed with
your warm-up shots.

What is being done is your subconscious mind is
being trained to assess the status of your shot at the
point in time that your clicker clicks and then either
a) finishing the shot (if everything is good) or b) let-

When all is set up correctly, when you are at anchor and aiming, this
is where the clicker is. With just a tiny bit of expansion, the clicker

falls of the arrow point and “clicks.”
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ting down (if anything is not good). Your subcon-
scious mind can do this with lightning speed; their
conscious mind would take several minutes to do the
same thing! What they, and you, do not want is what
is called a conditioned reflex (a reflex that is trained).
A “click–release” trained reflex will cause them a great
many poor shots. What they want is “click–check and
if okay–release.” Unfortunately they both look alike to
an outside point of view. Only you can tell the differ-
ence. A good sign is that when shooting normally that
you can let down after the clicker clicks.

This training is for a short period at each shoot-
ing session, followed by the other activities that are
done as before. The more often this training can be
done (5-10 minutes then again after some other activ-
ities) the sooner the “new move” will be integrated
into your shot. After much training, then practices
can resume as before, but now with the clicker includ-
ed.

If there are any problems, come back to the train-
ing drills.

Also, if you are at a competition and you begin to
struggle with getting through your clicker, it is usual-
ly because competition tension (wanting to win, etc.)
causes muscle tension, which shortens your draw. The
“cure” is always to relax and if that doesn’t work, it is

okay to shoot without your clicker. Some
archers can finally relax and come back to it
later in the competition.

Too many archers who struggle with their
clicker feel there is something wrong with their click-
er when it was working fine the previous day. The cul-
prit is usually tension and relaxation is the key.

See the AER Coaches article in this issue of AFm
for the Training Schedules.

Finally, An Archery Book for Kids!

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer

Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.

Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.

Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
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Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:

• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and

equipment.

Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the 
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision 
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.

Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com

1
2
3

www.archeryfocus.com
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1


The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly

Coaching Library

Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)

by Larry Wise
For compound and 

bowhunting coaches.

Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)

by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their

area of experise and beginning-to-
intermediate coaches.

Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)

by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.

More on Coaching Archery
(2010)

by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.

Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis

For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles

ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti

For compound archers 
wanting to be 
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)

by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3-

D archers.

Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis

For archers wanting to learn how
to win.

Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis

Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.

Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)

by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping

with three boys, all
outstanding archers.

Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis

Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.

Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis

Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better

and how they can.

A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)

by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have

children in archery.

All  T i t les Avai lable on Amazon.com

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/More-Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/098214718X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1304621716&sr=1-1-catcorr
http://www.amazon.com/Larry-Wise-Coaching-Archery/dp/0991332628/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1404227343&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Archery-Coaching-How-Tos-Steve-Ruis/dp/0991332601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1388520827&sr=1-1&keywords=archery+coaching+how+to%27s
http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
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